Senate Standing Committee on Education Employment and Workplace
Relations
QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
Budget Estimates 2013-2014
Outcome 1 - Early Childhood, Working Age and Indigenous Participation
DEEWR Question No. EW0208_14
Senator Cash asked on 5 June 2013, Hansard page 49
Question
Early Years Quality Fund - correspondence with United Voice
Senator CASH: In relation to the evidence received about the behaviour of the TWU,
has any instruction been given to the union that it should desist from advising
employees above this? Senator BILYK: I do not think the TWU covers childcare
workers. Senator CASH: United Voice. Mr De Silva: I wrote to United Voice; I am
not sure of the date. Senator CASH: Recently; in May, in April? Mr De Silva: I will
double-check—I think it was in April—to advise that some issues had been raised
with our department. I said the frequently asked questions had been updated and
that any information regarding the fund would be based on what is on the DEEWR
website. Senator CASH: That was to United Voice? Mr De Silva: Yes. Senator
CASH: In terms of eligibility and money being paid to the centres, is that per the
evidence you gave to Senator Xenophon? Ms Taylor: Yes. Senator CASH: From
what date would you expect centres to be receiving the money? Ms Taylor: That will
depend on how quickly the guidelines can be settled and made publicly available and
then an assessment process can be started and undertaken. We would expect,
because this is a budget measure that starts from 1 July, this in the coming financial
year. I am hopeful that very quickly after that time we would be in a position to have
the process up and running. Senator CASH: But there is no actual date that anybody
is working towards at this stage? Ms Taylor: The funding becomes available on 1
July. Senator CASH: I assume there has to be an application process after that time.
Ms Taylor: Yes, that is right. The guidelines have to be settled. They need to go
through the appropriate processes for Commonwealth grant guidelines. They then
have to be published and then applications can open. Senator CASH: There is a
process to go through, but the funding is available from 1 July? Ms Taylor: Yes.
Senator CASH: Mr De Silva, are you able to table for the committee the letter that
you sent to United Voice, so we can be assured that the concerns that have been
raised have been addressed by the department? Mr De Silva: Yes.
Answer
The Department wrote to Ms Louise Tarrant, National Secretary of United Voice, on
11 April 2013. A copy of the letter is attached.
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